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WORK SAMPLE PORTFOLIO
Annotated work sample portfolios are provided to support implementation of the Foundation − Year 10 Australian
Curriculum.
Each portfolio is an example of evidence of student learning in relation to the achievement standard. Three portfolios
are available for each achievement standard, illustrating satisfactory, above satisfactory and below satisfactory
student achievement. The set of portfolios assists teachers to make on-balance judgements about the quality of their
students’ achievement.
Each portfolio comprises a collection of students’ work drawn from a range of assessment tasks. There is no predetermined number of student work samples in a portfolio, nor are they sequenced in any particular order. Each work
sample in the portfolio may vary in terms of how much student time was involved in undertaking the task or the degree
of support provided by the teacher. The portfolios comprise authentic samples of student work and may contain errors
such as spelling mistakes and other inaccuracies. Opinions expressed in student work are those of the student.
The portfolios have been selected, annotated and reviewed by classroom teachers and other curriculum experts. The
portfolios will be reviewed over time.
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of Australian teachers in the development of these work sample portfolios.

THIS PORTFOLIO: FOUNDATION YEAR SCIENCE
This portfolio provides the following student work samples:
Sample 1

Report: How the weather affects us

Sample 2

Investigation: Watch it move

Sample 3

Worksheet: How animals move

Sample 4

Investigation: Properties of materials

In this portfolio, the student describes the properties of familiar materials (WS4) and the behaviour of familiar objects
and living things (for example, how animals move) (WS2, WS3). The student explains how the environment affects
them and their needs in different environments (WS1). With teacher guidance, the student demonstrates an ability to
share observations of familiar objects through verbal descriptions, drawing and written text (WS1, WS2, WS3, WS4).

COPYRIGHT
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, you may view, download, display, print,
reproduce (such as by making photocopies) and distribute these materials in unaltered form only for your personal, non-commercial educational purposes or for the non-commercial educational
purposes of your organisation, provided that you retain this copyright notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that you cannot edit, modify or adapt any of these materials and you cannot
sub-license any of these materials to others. Apart from any uses permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and those explicitly granted above, all other rights are reserved by ACARA. For
further information, refer to (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Report: How the weather affects us
Foundation Year Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of the Foundation year, students describe the properties and behaviour of familiar objects. They
suggest how the environment affects them and other living things.
Students share observations of familiar objects and events.

Summary of task
Students had participated in a class discussion about different types of weather, and developed a vocabulary list to
describe weather.
Students were provided with a weather forecast and asked to draw the type of clothing they would wear. The teacher
then asked the students what they would do if the weather changed.
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Report: How the weather affects us
Annotations

Identifies appropriate clothing for the
weather conditions.

Links the change in weather conditions
to the need to modify clothing. Identifies
transitional requirements as weather
conditions change.
Identifies changes of clothing suitable to
the changing weather conditions.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses drawing and a verbal explanation to share ideas.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation: Watch it move
Foundation Year Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of the Foundation year, students describe the properties and behaviour of familiar objects. They
suggest how the environment affects them and other living things.
Students share observations of familiar objects and events.

Summary of task
Students spent time playing with toys that roll and shared language to describe the ways in which the toys moved.
They developed a word wall of the terms discussed.
Students were asked to select four objects and describe the way each object moved. They then chose a single object
from their selection to design a new game. They described why they chose that object for the game.
Students completed the task over approximately one hour.
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Investigation: Watch it move
Annotations

Describes ways differently shaped
objects move.

Links a variety of factors such as shape,
size and weight to the way objects move.
Responds to questions about how and
why objects move with accurate and
plausible observations and ideas.
Organises observations in a provided
table.
Considers observations and suggests an
object suitable for a purpose based on its
properties.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses annotated drawing and written text to share ideas and observations.
Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Worksheet: How animals move
Foundation Year Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of the Foundation year, students describe the properties and behaviour of familiar objects. They
suggest how the environment affects them and other living things.
Students share observations of familiar objects and events.

Summary of task
Before undertaking this task, the class had read various books about the way animals move and the body parts that
assist them in their movements. A word wall was created in the classroom that displayed words describing how
animals move.
For the first part of the task, students were asked to choose pictures of two animals and select a word to describe
how each animal moves. Part two required students to design their own animal that is able to move in two ways. The
teacher scribed the students’ answers.
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Worksheet: How animals move
Annotations

Describes the movements of different
animals.

Represents an animal from different
perspectives to show different types of
movement and associated body parts.
Links body parts to particular types of
movement.

Explains the relationship between
the animal body parts and the type of
movement.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses drawing, written text and a verbal explanation to share ideas.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation: Properties of materials
Foundation Year Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of the Foundation year, students describe the properties and behaviour of familiar objects. They
suggest how the environment affects them and other living things.
Students share observations of familiar objects and events.

Summary of task
Students engaged in a class discussion about the materials that make up everyday objects, and the properties of
those materials. They developed a word wall of terms to describe materials and properties.
Students were asked to investigate a number of objects and record their findings on an observation sheet.
Students completed the task over approximately 30 minutes.
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Investigation: Properties of materials
Annotations

Identifies a range of observable
properties of everyday objects including
flexibility, texture, shape and hardness.
Identifies that everyday objects can be
made from multiple materials.

Uses provided tables and graphic
organisers to organise and sort
observations.
Groups a variety of everyday materials on
the basis of the property of hardness.

Identifies that some materials are a
mixture of materials and so can be hard
and soft.

Links the properties of a material to the
uses of the object.

Annotations (Overview)
The student uses visual representations and written text to share ideas and observations.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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